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Abstract

We describe the first concurrent compacting garbage collector for a persistent heap. Client
threads read and write the heap in primary memory, and can independently commit or
abort their write operations. When write operations are committed they are preserved in
stable storage and thus survive system failures. Clients can freely access the heap during a
garbage collection because a replica of the heap is created by the stable replica collector. A
log is maintained to capture client write operations. This log is used to support both the
transaction system and the replication-based garbage collection algorithm.
Experimental data from our implementation was obtained from a transactional version of
the SML/NJ compiler and modified versions of the TPC-B and 001 database belLchmarks.
The pause time latency results show that the prototype implementation provides signifi-
cantly better latencies than stop-and-copy collection. For small transactions. throughput
is limited by the logging bandwidth of the underlying log manager. The results provide
strong evidence that the replication copying algorithm imposes less overhead on transaction
commit operations than other algorithms.
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1 Introduction

Persistent programming environments and object repositories share the need to determine
when to deallocate storage so that it can be reused for another purpose. Automatic storage
management techniques that offer both high performance access and low interference with
client operations are of key importance in these applications.

Three techniques are known for storage reclamation: explicit deallocation, reference
counting garbage collection, and tracing garbage collection. Each technique has its dis-
advantages. The explicit deallocation of storage by programmers can result in dangling
pointers and space leaks, and automatic reference counting causes overhead on every pointer
creation and destruction operation, and can recover cyclic structures only with great diffi-
culty. Tracing garbage collection offers the most attractive storage reclamation alternative.
but existing systems either pause the client program while garbage collecting or do not
maintain a heap image that is resilient to system failure.

We have designed and implemented the first compacting garbage collector which per-
mits clients to manipulate a stable heap that is being simultaneously garbage collected.
Controlled experiments show that a stable replica collector can substantially improve client
access to a stable heap when compared with a stop-and-copy collector. The stable replica
collector adds little overhead to the execution time of client programs. and significantly
reduces the maximum pause times imposed by garbage collection. Based upon these and
other experimental measures it appears this system offers a practical approach to stor-
age management in persistent programming environments, object repositories, and similar
applications.

The basic idea behind a stable replica collector is to allow clients to directly read and
write a stable heap, and to concurrently copy live data from the stable heap into a new
stable heap. Clients are free to mutate portions of the heap that have already been copied
because the system maintains a mutation log. The log is used by the garbage collector
to ensure that the new stable heap contains all pertinent client updates before is it used
to replace the old stable heap. The log is processed concurrently which limits garbage
collection pause times to brief synchronization points.

Our programming model assumes multiple clients are simultaneously performing alloca-
tion, read, and write operations on a shared persistent heap. Sharing of data among clients
is controlled by the clients. Every object mutation is part of a transaction, and transactions
can either be committed or aborted. The persistent heap is always restored to its most
recently committed state if a system failure occurs.

The external interface of our system is shown in Figure 1. From the programmer's per-
spective the major components of the system are the stable heap and the storage manager.

Client operations on the stable heap are performed on an image that resides in primary
memory. Mutations to the image are also recorded in the mutation log by code automat-
ically produced by a compiler. The in-line mutation logging instructions are the source of
the overhead placed on the client by stable replica collection.

The storage manager is responsible for providing both transaction and heap compaction
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Figure 1: The Transactional Heap Interface

services to multiple clients without disrupting client computations. The storage manager
ensures that all heap objects that are reachable from the persistent root are retained in
the heap, and that unreachable objects are discarded. The storage manager further ensures
that all committed mutations are recorded in the stable heap. The stable heap logically only

consists of the results of committed transactions. The storage manager learns of mutations
to the heap by reading the mutation log.

The remaining five sections discuss the previous work that we have built on (Section
2), describe stable replica collection and the design of the storage manager in detail (Sec-
tion 3), present an implementation of stable replica collection in Standard ML (Section
4). summarize our experimental results with the implementation (Section 5). and discuss
elaborations and applications of the basic algorithm (Section 6).

2 Previous Work

We are aware of only one other implementation of a concurrent collector for a persistent
heap, that of Almes [1]. Designed and implemented for use by the Hydra OS for C.nmp, it is
a mark-and-sweep collector based on Dijkstra's concurrent mark-and-sweep algorithm [10].
There are two key differences between this work and our own. First. it cannot relocate
objects, thus it offers no opportunities for either heap compaction or clustering of objects
for fast access. Second, while it works in the context of persistent objects. it is not designed
for use in a system with transaction semantics. Because of the rather unusual environment
in which it ran, it is also difficult to make any performance comparison between it and our
work.

There is a long history of incremental and concurrent copying collectors dating back
to Baker[5]. Essentially all of these collectors require the client to acce-s the to-space
version of an object during collections. The technique of Ellis, Li, and Appel[3] enforces
this restriction by using virtual memory protection to force clients to use only to-space
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values. Our technique does not require any unusual operating systems support, nor does it
constrain the order in which objects are copied as does Ellis, Li, and Appel. We believe that
the ability to freely choose the order in which objects are copied and traversed is especially
important in a system which may need to optimize access to the disk. As of yet we have
not explored this possibility.

Garbage collection algorithms based on replication appear in [15. 16], and an instance
of the basic technique is described in by Huelsbergen and Larus[11]. Related work on

concurrent collection appears in [6]. The basic literature on uniprocessor garbage collection
techniques is surveyed in [18], and discussions of persistent heaps and language support for
transactions appears in [4, 13].

There are two earlier designs of concurrent garbage collectors for persistent heaps. Both
of these designs are based on the concurrent garbage collection algorithm of Ellis. Li. and
Appel. Detlefs[9] described how to apply this algorithm in a C++ environment which
included transactions. Kolodner[12] pioneered the work on atomic garbage collection and
partially implemented an atomic and concurrent version of the same algorithm. In Detlefs"
design, the programmer must explicitly manage data persistency at the time of object al-

location, whereas Kolodner specified that persistence of data was determined by its reach-
ability from a set of persistent roots.

Neither of these designs were completely implemented. owing, we believe, to their com-
plexity. Both designs focus on making steps of the garbage collection process recoverable.
This is essential in their designs because the transaction system must be able to commit
data which the collector is currently manipulating. We believe an important advantage
of our design is that it allows the transaction manager to be decoupled from the garbage
collector to a much greater extent than these previous designs. This has implications both

on ease of implementation and on performance. In our current implementation collections
themselves are not recoverable, in the event of a crash they must be restarted. This is not a
fundamental limitation of our approach. and we describe an algorithm for garbage collector
recovery that our implementation could employ.

The unique contributions of our work include:

* A method of performing compacting garbage collection concurrently on a l)prsistent

heap. None of the previous attempts to address this problem have been fully imple-
mented.

* The decoupling of transaction processing from the garbage collection of persistent
storage. Unlike existing designs. our approach allows a separate Transaction Man-

ager and Garbage Collector to share a log without necessarily burdening transaction
commit delays.

3 Design

Thle .terface to a persistent heap consists of three client operations: allocate a block of
storage, read a word of storage andi write a word of !or,-ge,. Unlike a volatilhheal) tl,ap is
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destroyed upon system failure, a persistent heap must survive any type of hardware failure

and be properly recovered to its last committed state. A committed state consists of the
cumulative effect of all committed update operations. Storage that is not reachable from

the persistent root is automatically deallocated concurrent with client access to the heap.
and reachable storage is compacted at regular intervals to improve performance.

Our persistent heap design admits a wide variety of commit models. At one extreme we
can commit each write individually so upon restart all completed writes will be represented.

We can also group updates into transactions. and upon failure recover a persistent heap
contents that represents the results of all committed transactions. In ti *s section we present
a transaction based commit model, but we will describe the invariants that a commit model

needs to guarantee to work with our storage manager design.
We will present the design of the storage manager as a series of three refinements to

a basic design. Each refinement will either add functionality or performance to the basic

implementation:

" Basic Design: Replication Based Collection on Stable Spaces. Our initial design uses
a replication based collector on stable spaces. Clients operate on stable from-spacc.
and the collector concurrently copies from-space into stable to-space. In this initial
design each write is individually committed, and the client must access stable storage

for every read and write operation.

"* Refinement 1: Transactions Group Updates. Our first refinement adds transactions
to the design. Space flips are independent of the lifetime of transactions, and thus
the transaction undo log must be preserved across space flips.

" Refinement 2: Volatile Images Improve Performance. Our second refinement adds
volatile main-memory images of from-space and to-space to improve the performance

of client programs and the collector. Committed from-space operations must be

recovered upon failure. Thus it is necessary for the transaction manager to ensure
that all committed operations are recorded in stable from-space.

" Refinement 3: Generations Reduce Stable Heap Collection Frequency. Our third and

final refinement adds a transitory heap to keep short-lived objects out of the persistent
heap. All objects are initially allocated in the transitory heap. and are autonmatically
promoted to the persistent heap when they are made reachable from the persistent
root. The transitory heap is garbage collected with respect to the transitory root. and

is not recovered upon failure.

3.1 Replication Based Collection on Stable Heaps

If the stable heap semispaces are stored in stable storage. then the basic rel)lication copying

garbage collection algorithm [15] provides a persistent heap with a concurrent compacting
garbage collector. Iligh speed stable storage could be implemented using random access

memory, suitably protected by an battery backed power supply. The persistent root is
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Figure 2: Replication Collection of a Non-Transactional Heap

stored in the heap as shown in Figure 2. In this design each mutation is individually
committed and becomes permanent as soon as it is performed.

As shown in Figure 2, replication based garbage collection allows clients to freely operate
on from-space while the garbage collector creates a replica of from-space in to-space. Other
concurrent copying collectors require that the client access only to-space objects. and a
read barrier is used to ensure that the client does not see any pointers to from-space. Our
approach is based on a from-space invariant which ensures that the client can access only
from-space objects.

Clients record their write operations in a redo log that is read by the garbage collector to
bring to-space up to date before a space flip occurs. The invariant that the collector satisfies
is that at the instant a space flip occurs the reachable storage in to-space is isomorphic in
address and identical in other content to the storage in from-space. Reachable storage is
defined as any object that can be reached from the persistent root pointer.

Upon failure the client can be immediately restarted on stable from-space without any'
recovery processing. The stable nature of from-space guarantees it will survive failures
and thus no content recovery is necessary. Upon crash recovery all that is necessary is
to locate the stable from-space in memory. Because the storage backing from-space and
to-space is renamed on space flips at least one bit of information must be stored to identify
the current representation of the stable from-heap. The act of updating the from-space
identifier and free pointer is atomic, and defines the actual moment of space flip. The from-
space free pointer must be updated in stable storage on every allocate unless it is recovered
by scanning from-space on restart.

Upon failure the garbage collector can be resumed if sufficient state is recorded in stable
storage. To enable garbage collector resumption the to-space free pointer. the to-space scan
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Figure 3: A Transactional Heap

pointer, and the redo log must be in stable storage. These items will collectively be called
the garbage collector state. Alternatively the garbage collector state can be kept in volatile
storage, and the garbage collector can be restarted with an empty to-space upon failure.

3.2 Transactions Group Updates

Figure 3 shows how transactions can be added to the initial design. In this model, each
update operation is part of a transaction, and transactions can be independently committed
or aborted. In Figure 3, all write operations are directly applied to from-space., and an undo
log describing uncommitted mutations is maintained. If a transaction is aborted, all of its
updates are undone by using the undo log. If a transaction is committed, then its writes
are atomically removed from the undo log.

As shown in Figure 3 the undo log is maintained in the heap and is reachable from
the persistent root. Thus the undo log is moved from from-space to to-space as a normal
consequence of garbage collection. Carrying the undo log across space flips allows flips to
occur when transactions are in progress. The undo log may refer to otherwise unreachable
data structures, and these data structures will be preserved across space flips. These
otherwise unreachable data structures must be preserved in the event that the transaction
that made them unreachable aborts.

Upon recovery clients can be resumed on stable from-space once the undo log found ill
the heap is applied. Undoing the mutations in the undo log ensures that all uncommitted
updates are erased before clients resume processing.

Upon recovery the garbage collector can be resumed if the garbage collector state has
been preserved in stable storage.

3.3 Volatile Images Improve Performance

Figure 4 shows how images of from-space and to-space can be maintained in fast volatile
memory. In this scheme clients read, write, and allocate in a volatile image of from-space.
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Figure 4. Using Volatile Images

and the garbage collector reads the from-space image and writes the to-space image.
When a transaction commits, its updates to volatile from-space must be made stable.

This is accomplished by keeping a redo log for each transaction and using it to identify
portions of the from-space image that have been updated. Upon commit the transaction
manager writes the updated portions of the from-space image to stable from-space. The
updates to stable from-space must be performed as an atomic act in order to guarantee a
consistent version of stable from-space in the presence of failures.

The garbage collector directly writes the to-space image. and a background process
copies the to-space image onto a slow stable storage media. Thus a slow stable storage
medium can be used for to-space without a major performance reduction of the garbage
collector. The key invariant that is maintained is that at a space flip stable to-space is
identical to the volatile to-space image, all of from-space has been copier. and the redo
log is empty. The flip causes to-space to replace both stable from-space and the volatile
from-space image.

Upon recovery clients can he resumed on the from-space image once it is restored from
stable from-space and the undo log is applied.

Upon recovery the garbage collector can be resume(] if its stat~e has been preserved inl
stable storage.

3.4 Generations Reduce Stable Heap Collection Frequency

Figure 5 shows how a single generation of transitory heap can be added in front of the stable
heap. The transitory heap has its own replication based garbage collector that copies data
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reachable from the transitory root.
All objects are initially created in the transitory heap and are promoted to the stable

heap when they become reachable from a persistent object. Promotion to the stable heap is
performed by the transaction manager during commit processing. When a transaction that
has written a pointer to a transitory object into the stable heap commits. the corresponding
transitory object is promoted. The transaction manager uses the redo log at commit time
to detect such updates to the persistent heap.

Upon restart the client is restarted on the recovered persistent heap using the algorit hm
outlined in the previous section. The transitory heap is initialized to be empty. Thus upon
restart the transitory garbage collector begins with an empty heap and does not need to
be restarted.

4 Implementation

The prototype implementation provides concurrent compacting garbage collection within
the Standard ML of New Jersey runtime system. We added a single-threaded transaction
manager to the runtime system and reimplemented the garbage collector using the concur-

rent replication algorithm. The purpose of the prototype implementation was to test the

feasibility of using concuirrent replication to garbage collect the stable heap.

Standard ML of New Jersey (SML/NJ) is a type-safe programming language implemen-
tation which includes an optimizing compiler, a runtime system. and a garbage collector[2].
We chose to test our garbage collection-algorithm in the SML/N.J programming environ-
ment primarily for reasons of convenience. The SML/N.J source code is freely available and
is amenable to modifications for experimental purposes. Previous work on persistence[17]
and replication-based garbage collection[16, 15] using ML provided us with several of the
components needed for our prototype.
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4.1 The Transitory Heap

The transitory heap consists of the two generational heaps present in the SML/N.J imple-
mentation. It contains temporary data which will be lost in the event of a crash. The
transitory heap is mair, tir. i independently of the stable replica collector. Figure 6 shows
the primary data structures used by the runtime system to maintain and garbage collect
the transitory heap:

* New-space - All objects are allocated and initialized by the client in this space. in-
cluding programming language structures such as environment frames, control frames.
continuations, and procedures. The programming language implementation does not
use a stack, and the allocation rate in new-space is therefore very high.

* Old-From - A minor garbage collection moves all reachable objects in new-space
into old-from space. New-space is normally quite small. and is garbage collected very
frequently. Short-lived objects do not survive a minor collection.

9 Old-To - A major garbage collection moves all reachable objects from old-from
space into old-to space. When the collection completes. the two spaces exchange
roles.

* Mutation log - The client records mutations it performs in a log. The code nec-
essary to implement the logging operations is emitted by the compiler. Log records
are allocated from new-space in the form of a linked list. This log is used by the
transitory heap garbage collector to locate mutated objects in old-from space which
point into new-space and thus must be used as roots for minor collections. Because
it only needs to track mutations which might create such cross heap references. I ho
SML/NJ system logs only pointer mutations.
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Persistent log i - When the mutation log is processed by the transitory heap collec-
tor, it filters the log for records which identify mutations to objects in the persistent
heap. These log records are moved to the persistent log. The persistent log serves as
an undo/redo log for the transaction manager, and also as a redo log for the stable

replica collector.

We modified the SML/NJ compiler to generate code which performs the mutation log-

ging required for our system, all mutations are logged. The transitory heap garbage col-
lections are performed using the replication- based garbage collector described in [15]. Tihe

persistent log is used by the transitory collector to locate objects in the transitory heap
which are reachable from object-, in the stable heap. When the transitory heap is collected.
these objects are relocated, and the references stored in tihe stable heap are updated by thle
transitory heap collector.

4.2 Operations on the Persistent Heap

The persistent heap is maintained both in virtual memory and on 'stable storage through

the cooperation of the transaction manager and the stable replica collector, as described
in Section 3. Figure 7 shows an implementation of the design shown in Figure 5. Tie
implementation uses the Recoverable Virtual Memnory (RVM) implementation describe(]
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in [14]. RVM represents the stable semi-spaces on disk using two data files and a log file
containing redo records; each committing transaction atomically updates the log file, which
is applied asynchronously to the data files.
The prototype contains three threads of control:

e The Client thread executes the application program and periodically commits trans-
actions by executing as the Transaction Manager. The current Transaction Manager
implementation does not operate concurrently with the client. The Client thread also
traps into the runtime system when it must synchronize with the garbage collector
and perform a flip.

* The Collector thread executes the replication garbage collector algorithm, copying
reachable objects from the volatile from-space into the volatile to-space. When the
Collector thread has constructed a complete replica of the volatile from-space. it
signals the Client thread that a flip should take place.

* The Copy thread writes the contents of volatile to-space onto the stable to-space.
either directly to the disk or via the log manager.

Commit

When the client commics a transaction. it calls into the Transaction Manager. which per-
forms the following operations synchronously:

1. Garbage collect the new-space transitory heap. While not strictly required. this is
fast, simplifies the promotion of newly persistent objects. and ensures that the client
mutation log has been filtered and the relevant transaction log entries have been
moved to the persistent log.

2. Complete any concurrent garbage collection of old-space if one is in progress.

3. Scan the transaction log to locate references to objects in the transitory heap which
must be promoted to the persistent heap.

4. Promote all newly persistent objects based on their reachability front the persistent
log. This is done using the same basic copying algorithm as the collectors.

.5. Scan the persistent log as a redo log to bring replicas of nmodified objects in the volatile
to-space up-to-date. This work is done on behalf of the persistent garbage collector
so that the persistent log can be discarded.

6. Empty the persistent log and atomically update the stable from-space by logging and
committing an RVM transaction containing modifications to volatile from-space.

7. Update all of the transitory heap (old-space) objects t- point to the newly promoted
persistent objects.

11



Of the seven steps performed during commit in our prototype, all but steps 5 and 6 are a
consequence of using a transitory heap and providing the data persistent model of object
persistence by reachability. Step 5 is necessary because a replication copying collection may
be active, but this work need not occur during commit. In the prototype it is convenient
to discard the log at commit time, so the gc related log processing is performed as part
of commit. Step 6 maintains the invariant relationship between the stable heap and the
volatile image by atomically updating the contents of the stable heap and its recovery log.

Persistent GC Flip

When a commit adds enough new data to the volatile from space to cross a predetermined
threshold, a garbage collection of the persistent heap is initiated. At this point the Collector
performs these steps:

1. Copy all objects in volatile from-space which are reachable from the persistent root
into volatile to-space.

2. Copy all objects in volatile from-space which are reachable from the transitory heap
into volatile to-space.

3. Scan the persistent log as a redo log to bring replicas of modified objects in the volatile
to-space up-to-date.

4. Copy the volatile to-space into stable to-space.

5. Halt the client.

6. Update the client's roots to point to volatile to-space.

7. Update all of the transitory heap (Old-space) to point to volatile to-space instead of
volatile from-space.

8. Write the flip record via RVM to indicate that the stable to-space is now tHie stable
from-space

Steps 1-3 are performed asynchronously by the Collector thread. Step 4 is performed by
the Copy thread. The Copy thread is used to perform the actual disk writes because the
Client thread occasionally synchronizes with the Collector thread to manipulate shared
data structures. and it is undesirable to have the Collector thread be blocked on disk write
operations at those moments.

When steps 1-4 are complete. the Collector halts the Client thread in order to access
to the current register values and process the most recent entries in the mutation log. The
most recent mutations to objects in volatile from-space are propagated to volatile to-space
and any resulting changes to volatile to-space are written to stable to-space. including the
recent entries on the current transaction's undo log. These final updates to stable to-space
are currently performed synchronously by our implementation. but they need not be. The

12



final updates of stable to-space could be written asynchronously with the flip record. The
flip record labels the stable to-space as the most recent committed semi-space. and must
be delivered to the log manager and sequenced into the log ahead of any subsequent client
commit operations which occur after the flip.

The Copy thread can write stable to-space either via the RVM log manager or by writing
directly to the disk file. It is convenient to use the log manager, but we found that the
added RVM log traffic interfered with client commit operations (see Section 5.3). When
the Copy thread bypasses the RVM log and writes directly to the to-space disk file, it must
first ensure that RVM's log contains no pending updatez to the to-space. The Copy thread
does this by requesting RVM to empty its log by applying all pending updates.

Recovery

When a crash occurs and the system restarts, most of the recovery processing is handled
by RVM. The recovery algorithm is as follows:

1. RVM applies pending committed redo records to bring the from-space and to-space
files to their most recently committed state.

2. The garbage collector examines the flip records stored in the stable semi-spaces to
determine which disk file contains the active heap.

3. The transaction manager uses the persistent log stored in the committed heap as an
undo log to reverse the uncommitted operations of any partially complete transac-
tions. In the prototype the undo recovery log stored in the committed heap will be
non-empty only if a crash occurs shortly after the stable heap is flipped, because the
transaction manager in use supports a single client thread of control.

To maintain the persistent heap in a recoverable state, the stable replica collector ensures
that the transaction undo log is preserved in the volatile to-space at the time of a flip. In
the prototype, this is accomplished very easily because the transaction manager stores the
log in the volatile from-space. Therefore, it is preserved in volatile to-space by the garbage
collection algorithm.

5 Performance

We designed and ran a series of experiments to test the thesis that our algorithm reduces
the interference caused by garbage collection pauses and reduces tile overall cost of storage
management when compared with a stop-and-copy approach. The experiments compare
our implementation of a concurrent collector to our implementation of a stop-and-copy
collector for the same environment. We are unable to directly compare our work to other
concurrent collector designs.

Our experiments demonstrate that a stable replica collector interferes with a client
less than a stop-and-copy collector. Stable replica collector pauses are of the same general
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magnitude as fast commits. For heap sizes in the megabyte range, the pause times achieved
by our technique are a factor of eight shorter than stop-and-copy collection. We estimate
that for larger heaps, such as those which might be found in a production object database.
the difference would be even greater. We are also able to demonstrate definite performance
advantages deriving from our approach.

Although it is not the focus of our current work, we also measured the commit per-
formance of our system. The commit performance of the system depends mostly on the
choice of transaction model, the particulars of the transactions, and the performance of the
underlying log manager. We measured the transaction performance primarily to show how
good and bad the commit pauses can be, given the simple log representation used by the
system.

Throughout this section we attempt to consider the design implications of our results.
We reflect on the issues with respect to our own work. the design of log managers which sup-
port garbage collection, the implementation of persistence models and the implementation
of other designs for concurrent collection of persistent heaps.

5.1 Benchmarks

Three benchmarks were used to test our implementation. Each was chosen to measure
and stress different aspects of our system. Two of the benchmarks performed a significant
number of garbage collections, while the third was used to measure transaction throughput.
Although we did not measure recovery performance we did crash (sometimes inadvertently!)
and recover each of our benchmarks to verify that they were indeed recoverable.

" The Compiler benchmark is the Standard ML of New Jersey compiler compiling a
portion of the SML/NJ implementation. We modified the compiler to store all of
its data in the persistent heap and commit its state every time a module (file) was
compiled, modeling the behavior of a persistent programming environment. This
100,000 line program is compute intensive and contains long-running transactions.

" The TP-O01- V benchmark is a variant of the 001 Engineering Database benchlmark
described in [7]. We implemented the algorithm described as 001 in order to have a
representative object-oriented database application. However. the 001 benchmark.
as specified, does not require garbage collection. so we added deletion operations to
the benchmark to make it a more realistic application for our system.

"* The TPC-B benchmark performs a large number of bank teller operations which per-
form transfers among various bank accounts. This benchmark is our implementation
in Standard ML of the TPC-B benchmark from [8].

All benchmarks were executed on a Silicon Graphics 4D/340 equipped with 256 mnega-
bytes of physical memory. The clock resolution on this system is approximately 10 mil-
liseconds. The machine contains four MIPS R3000 processors clocked at 33 megahertz.
Each processor has a 6-1 kilobyte instruction cache, a 6.4 kilobyte primary data cache, and
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Figure 8: Flip Pauses vs. Heap Size

a 256 kilobyte secondary data cache. The secondary data caches are kept consistent via a
shared memory bus watching protocol, and there is a five word deep store buffer between
the primary and the secondary caches.

5.2 Methodology

All benchmarks were executed using a transaction manager which implements a "transac-
tional process" model. Each time the application requests a commit, its entire process state
is committed to the persistent heap, including processor register contents. We chose to run
the benchmarks using this model because it generally minimizes the size of the transitory
heaps and maximizes the workload on the stable heap.

5.3 Pause Times

The most important property of our collector is that the pause times it imposes on the
client are short and bounded. Very large stable heaps imply very large stop-and-copy
garbage collection pauses. We wanted our prototype to work well enough to demonstrate
the usefulness of short pause times in configurations where transaction commit pauses are
present.

We ran the 001 Engineering Database benchmark in Standard ML with varying amounts
of live data in the heap. This allowed us to measure the duration of collection pauses as
a function of heap size. Figure 8 shows the maximum length pauses caused by collection
of the persistent heap as a function of heap size for both the concurrent and stop-and-
copy collectors as well as the minimum length pauses for the stop-and-copy collector. (The
minimum pause for the concurrent collector is to small to measure.) Even for the modest
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Short Pause times (Compiler benchmark)
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Figure 9: Distribution of All Pauses (<1 second)

heap sizes used here, the pauses created by the stop-and-copy collector are probably not
acceptable.

In contrast, the maximum pauses for the concurrent collector are almost all below
500 milliseconds. However, we were disappointed by the maximum pause time results of
the concurrent collector because the remaining outlying pause times are an order of mag-
nitude higher. We investigated the source of these pauses and found that they were all
caused due to the final writes of volatile to-space to stable storage, which are performed

synchronously in the current implementation. More careful coordination between the Copy
and the Collector threads will allow us to initiate the final writes of volatile to-space asyn-

chronous but release the Client thread before these writes complete. This change should
eliminate these delays.

To explore how collection pauses compared to commit pauses, we ran the ('omp bench-
mark using both the concurrent collector and the stop-and-copy collector. We measured

both commit pauses and pauses from both collectors. The results are shown in Figures 9
and 10. Figure 9 shows only the pauses below 1 second. The remaining pauses are shown

in Figure 10, except for a long tail of commit pauses which extends to 53 seconds. The
commit pauses shown here were produced using the concurrent collector, and are essentially
the same as those produced by the stop-and-copy collector.

As shown in Figure 9, the longest pauses due to concurrent collection are comparable
to the typical commit pause, and are much smaller than the pauses due to stop-and-copy

collection. Most of the stop-and-copy pauses appear in Figure 10. We investigated the
source of the longer concurrent collector pauses and found that for this test the typical

reason was that the post-flip log truncation was still active when a new collection needed
to be initiated. This is partially a product of the use of a small collection threshold.
which forces frequent collections. These pauses could be eliminated if RVM allowed us to
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Long Pause times (Compiler benchmark)
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Figure 10: Distribution of All Pauses (continued >1 second)

invalidate all from-space data in the log upon a flip. Instead, the current implementation
must wait for RVM to apply all pending log records. Adding this feature to R'V'M could
yield a substantial performance improvement as well, because truncating tihe RVNI log is
an expensive operation. However, even with the current RVM interface we believe that
more careful coordination between the truncation and tihe collector thread will allow this
problem to be avoided.

While studying the performance of the prototype we also ran the compiler benchmark
using a configuration in which all collector modifications of to-space were logged using RVM.
In other words, the log manager was used to manage to-space in addition to from-space.
In this configuration, the extra log traffic from the garbage collector process introduced
substantial additional commit delays. In the concurrent replication algorithm. the write
traffic from the garbage collector need not slow down the commit traffic fromi the client
because the writes are to different spaces. A suitable modification to RVNI might make
it possible for us to take advantage of this fact by allowing some transactions to niove
through the log independent of others. In an Appel. Ellis. Li-style algorithm. where the
garbage collector and the client both write to-space, we expect that it would be difficult
or impossible to avoid interference between the two. This is because both the client and
the collector are modifying the same spaces and much more careful coordination is needed
between the two. We believe that this coordination is a source of substantial complexity in
other designs.

5.4 Transaction Throughput

In addition to measuring the pause related behavior. we were also interested in examining
the throughput of our system. Two questions were asked. First, could the syvstem provide
reasonable performance for small simple transactions and second. can concurrent replication
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Figure 11: Modification Elapsed Time

copying provide increased throughput for systems which garbage collect. The answer to
both of these questions is yes.

In order to test the fast paths for transaction commit, we executed the TPC-B program
using a 12 megabyte database which contained bank account records for 1 branch covering
100,000 customers. During this test, our implementation ran 14 transactions per second.
The limiting factor was the synchronous disk write required by each transaction. Note that
this database size is smaller than that stated in the TPC-B guidelines. We believe that we
have complied with all other requirements of the benchmark standard.

We measured the cost of the various phases of commit processing, including separate
measurements of the promotion of committed data from the transitory heap to the stable
heap, the garbage collection of the transitory heap, the logging of stable heap modifications
through the RVM interface, and the commit of the RVM transaction to update the stable
heap. For very small transactions as iii TPC-B, essentially all of the delay during commit
occurs when committing the RVM transaction., because RVM must synchronously write to
the disk.

To study the effect of our system when garbage collection is needed we used our mod-
ified version of 001. We measured the elapsed time to perform the standard engineering
modification described by the benchmark with the addition of the deletion of one hundred
parts per transaction. This allowed the transaction to maintain a constant heap size since
one hundred insertions were also performed. Figure 11 shows the elapsed time to per-
form the transaction as a function of heap size. The use of concurrent collection is clearly
advantageous.
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5.5 Improving Stable Storage Access

For large transactions, such as in the compiler benchmark, we examined the detailed com-
ponents of both commit and collection closely. Our examination shows that a significant
fraction of the time is spent processing the log, primarily the cost of logging these mutations
through RVM. This suggests several possible modifications which should improve commit
performance or reduce total overhead or both.

Many of the mutations on the log are to the same location. Compressing the log to
eliminate these entries would reduce the logging cost substantially. We make a call to RVM
for each entry on the log. RVM must validate each such call independently. An interface
which allowed a group of related modifications to be batched would reduce this expense
greatly. We have discussed the addition of such an interface with the designers of RVM.

RVM delays capturing the value of a redo record until the transaction is is part of
commits. In general this is the desired semantics, but for our application it would be
acceptable to capture the value when the modification was first logged. This would allow
RVM to be more aggressive about the use of write ahead logging. Another use of write
ahead logging which would be beneficial would to be more eager about promoting newly
persistent values to the persistent heap. Currently no promotions are done until commit.
Early promotion would allow the cost to be absorbed in existing collection work.

We have not touched upon the issue of the cost of recovery . In our prototype im-
plementation there are two phases of recovery processing. First, the RVM log manager
must recover the last committed physical heap image. We have not studied RVM recovery
performance. Second, the transaction manager must undo any uncommitted modifications
which are present in the persistent heap. Neither of our benchmarks uses multiple client
threads, so the only time there is uncommitted data in the heap is immediately after a
garbage collector flip.

The recovery processing of the prototype works and has been tested. Our experience
with recovery makes it obvious that essentially the entire time spent doing recovery is
attributable to RVM reconstructing the committed contents of the stable heap from its log
structures. Most of the time spent by RVM doing recovery and log-truncation operations
during the operation of our collector could be avoided if the persistent garbage collector
could inform RVM when a heap semi-space is being recycled.

6 Future Work

We expect to reduce the current pause times of the concurrent collector by improving
the synchronization among the various threads so that the client thread is never blocked
waiting for synchronous disk activity generated by the garbage collector. We also plait to
experiment with a few simple optimizations that may greatly compress the imitation logs.
Our current prototype system uses a single-threaded transaction manager. but we expect
to be able to add support for a variety of transaction semantics, including multiple client
threads, using [17]. One lesson learned from the performance measurements is that, there
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are several desirable features which are candidates for addition to the RVM log manager.
The current implementation does not support the restart of a partially completed

garbage collection, but the changes required to our implementation are minimal. Because
the client uses only from-space, the recovered state of to-space is of little importance. The
state of the replication garbage collection algorithm can be recovered as long as its volatile
data structures are periodically flushed to stable storage.

We also expect that replication copying collection will prove to be valuable for very
large persistent heaps which are accessed using varying internal and external representa-
tions (swizzling), via a cache, or in a distributed programming environment containing
multiple volatile heaps. The primary advantages of replication copying collection in these
configurations is that the client and the garbage collector need not be as tightly coupled as
in other garbage collection algorithms, and system features which depend upon knowledge
of object mutations and object locations are therefore easier to build.

7 Conclusions

We have implemented the first concurrent compacting garbage collector for a transactional
persistent heap. The design is based on replication garbage collection, and uses a mu-
tation log which is shared with the transaction manager. The prototype implementation
demonstrates that client activity can continue during the garbage collection of stable data.

The experimental measurements show that the concurrent algorithm offers garbage
collection pauses which are much shorter than a stop-and-copy collection. and largely inde-
pendent of stable heap size. Although transaction performance is limited by the underlying
log manager implementation, the algorithm promises garbage collection which is usable ill
real-time operating systems applications requiring large pointer-rich persistent storage.
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